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ABSTRACT 

Presently, The National Aeronautics and Space Adminisfration (NASA) conducts 

research thmough its Earth Observation System (EOS) to answer questions about global 

dynamics. The most comprehensive EOS mstmment is MODIS (The Moderate-resolution 

Imaging Specfroradiometer) which has several data products. One of these products is 

MODIS LAI/FPAR (MOD 15). The algorithm for this product consists of two modules: 

M0DI5A1 which produces series of daily candidates LAI/FPAR data products and 

MOD15A2 which produces a 8-day composite to be archived. 

The purpose of the present work is to demonsfrate that in spite of the elevated cost 

implied, parallelization for particular EOS applications might be worthwhile. For this, a 

previous analysis four years ago of tae serial M0D15A1 code was completed showing 

taat the time may be reduced significantly. For taat reason, some changes were made to 

tae code with tae purpose of miming it on parallel. With these changes, an experimental 

mn performed with threads demonsfrated taat m fact the time reduces to half of the time 

by usmg two processors m comparison with the serial version that used only one 

processor. Given that platforms with more than 2 processors were not readily available at 

that time, because of price, it is until now that we can easily perform those tests. 

Therefore, parallelization of tais code was motivated to experunent wita more 

processors m order to verify the level of performance that this code could attain, which is 

the main objective of the present work. With these experiments, it is confirmed taat 

parallelization does improve the execution tune for this particular product but it does not 

scale up as it is estimated. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

When we are solving scientific problems, optimization plays a vety significant 

role. It is important not just to present adequate solutions, but also to provide taem in tae 

shortest time and using the smallest amount of resources. 

Traditionally, programs to solve scientific problems are written using sequential 

code. This makes the processmg time to depend on how fast data can be moved through 

tae hardware. Sometimes, tae speed of programs runnmg m these computers is fast 

enough to achieve tae performance required. However, there exist numerous applications, 

e.g., mvolving simulation and modeling along wita manipulations of large amounts of 

data taat require faster processing. 

Parallel computers offer tae potential to concenttate computational resources in a 

set of processors that work cooperatively to solve a computational problem; thereby 

reducing tae total computation time. The development of parallel programming heis been 

motivated by tae need to talfiU tae demand of applications requiring more sophisticated 

computations. 

Altaough parallel processing is considered as the essential way to enhance 

computing performance, tae implementation of such programs may be difficult for 

programmers. First, parallel solutions may be completely different from sequential 

solutions taat people are used to implement. Parallel algorithms are much more complex 

and error-sensitive taan sequential ones. The behavior of parallel programs is non-



determinable, which make taem hard to debug and verify usmg fraditional methods. Also, 

the optimization of parallel programs depends heavily on the architectare of the target 

machines. 

There are two ways to develop parallel code to implement a solution to a problem. 

One way is to create a new parallel algorithm and program it directly in a parallel 

language. The other way is to take a sequential code that solves the problem and modify 

it to obtain a parallel one using semantics-preserving fransformations. However, tae costs 

become very high due to the human effort required. It is estimated that it costs around 

$800 per line to develop new parallel code, whereas it costs $25 per line to migrate 

sequential to parallel code (Pancake, 1999). 

New parallel algorithms are not easy to design and new parallel programming 

languages are also difficult to leam. These, discourage scientists to develop new parallel 

software to solve their problems. Also, languages like FORTRAN and C tend to 

dominate legacy sequential code for scientific applications taat have existed for decades. 

Thus, rather than designing totally new parallel code it is preferred to parallelize existing 

sequential code. Therefore, convertmg sequential code into parallel code has become a 

major necessity. To assist in the parallelization of existing serial code, taere are semi

automatic tools, Uke ParaWise (Computer Aided Parallelization Toolkit) developed by 

Parallel Software Products Inc., and automatic tools like, CAPO (Computer-Aided 

Parallelizer and Optimizer) developed at NASA Ames Research Center. 

Nevertheless, sometimes the serial code is not suitable for parallelization. This 

will be a function of the language, algorithm, and otaer practical considerations. In some 



cases it may better to start from scratch than tty to convert old legacy code to run in 

parallel. 

Presently, tae National Aeronautics and Space Adminisfration (NASA) conducts 

research thmough its Earta Observation System (EOS) taat will help to answer questions 

about global dynamics (the cycles of change in Earth's atmospheric, oceanic, and 

terresfrial processes) to better understand natural climate changes and human impact on 

taose. The most comprehensive EOS instrument is MODIS (The Moderate Resolution 

Imagmg Specfroradiometer). It has been launched on two EOS satellites to detect a wide 

spectral range of elecfromagnetic energy and measurements at three spatial resolutions, 

during all day, every day (King, 1995). 

There are several MODIS data products used by scientists to stady change from a 

variety of disciplines including oceanography, biology, and atmospheric science. One of 

taese products is MODIS LAI/FPAR (MODI5). The algoritiim for this product was 

developed by personnel at Boston University and the University of Montana under 

confract with NASA to help scientists to answer critical climate questions. It consists of 

two modules: MOD15A1 which produces series of daily candidates LAI/FPAR data 

products and MOD15A2 which produces a 8-day composite to be archived (Myneni, 

2003). 

The purpose of tae present work is to demonsfrate taat m spite of tae elevated cost 

implied in terms of programmer effort, parallelization for particular EOS appUcations 

might be worthwhile. For tiiis, a previous analysis in 1997 of the serial MOD15A1 code 

was completed showing that tae tune may be reduced significantiy. For that reason, some 



changes were made to the code with the purpose of mnning it on parallel. With these 

changes, an experimental run performed with threads demonsfrated that in fact the time 

reduces to half of the time by using two processors in comparison wita the serial version 

that used only one processor. Given taat platforms wita more than 2 processors were not 

readily available at that time, because of price, it is until now that we can easily perform 

taose tests. Consequently, parallelization of this code was motivated to experiment wita 

more processors in order to verify the level of performance that this code could attain, 

which is tae main objective of tae present work. 

Thus, parallelization of MODIS code has been performed at Texas Tech 

University (TTU) and it has been executed on different environments such as SGI Origin 

2000, Sun Clusters and Beowulf Cluster (available at the Computer Sciences Department 

and tae High Performance Computmg Center at TTU) with different number of 

processors implicated. 



CHAPTER II 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Over the time, computing has played an important role in practically every field 

of science. Scientists have written, tested and used scientific code in subjects such as 

weataer/climate modeling, computational chemistty, fluid dynamics, computational 

biology, etc., to offer solutions to a great number of problems. Many of these codes have 

existed m various forms for years or even decades. Unfortunately, it is very common to 

observe that these codes have not been optimized thm time even though taeir great 

importance. 

Even when parallel code represents a very good option to respond in a better way 

to scientific questions, most of tae code developed for this purpose has been written 

sequentially due to the high level of complexity that parallel programming represents, ta 

some cases, this situation-code not optimized has caused an enormous waste of resources 

(mainly time) since these codes are executed on a regular daily-basis using a big amount 

ofresources. 

Particuljirly, Earth scientists face this problematic sitaation. They have been 

mnning complex applications contaming sequential code for years that require high 

computing performance and process lots of data. But now, these applications are 

demanding to be enhanced in order to improve their performance and folfiU tae present 

scientific needs. 



2.1 Scientific Legacy Code 

Over the years, scientists have written, tested and used hundreds of simulation 

codes. Many of taese codes have existed in various forms or years or even decades, and 

have been altered over time to expand and improve taem. In addition, tae many 

experiments that have been conducted using these codes constitate a test-bed for their 

reliability and accuracy, and in some cases tae codes have been algorithmically verified. 

Also, these codes often have multiple confributors, each adding modules or even 

statements witam existent modules. Such codes are called legacy or historical codes. 

As expected, scientists with well-established legacy codes are hesitant to replace 

taem wita new completely rewritten codes. A significant risk in replacing a legacy code 

is taat some subtle aspect of the code might be overlooked or misunderstood, and taat 

over tae long term a seemmgly minor error might have serious consequences. Also, many 

of taese codes are thousands of Imes long; rewriting them from scratch requires a 

significant commitment of time and effort, which could otherwise be directed toward 

scientific research. 

2.2 Scientific Programming Languages 

Over the years, literally hundreds of high-level languages have been developed. 

However, few have stood tae test of time. Many languages (e.g., Algol, Pascal, Haskell) 

can be dismissed as momentary computer science innovations. Others (e.g., COBOL, 

Lisp, Ada) are too specialized to adapt for scientific use. The remammg options are 

Fortran, C, C++ and Java. See Appendix A for some details on these programming 

languages. 



2.3 Parallelization of EOS Legacy Code 

In theoty, parallelization seems to be a solution to the problem previously 

described. However, there are several cases where parallelization has not provided the 

expected results. Therefore, to determine whetaer tae parallelization of codes used in 

specific EOS (Earth Observation System) applications is worth the effort or not becomes 

a need. 

To help to understand how human-induced and nataral changes affect our global 

environment NASA has launched tae Terra and Aqua satellites. MODIS is one of the 

EOS instruments on these satellite collecting data of our planet's lands, oceans, 

atmosphere and life. It consists of 44 products (MODI5, MOD 16, MOD 17, etc.) which 

are dedicated to aid in tae stady of a specific area. 

For this particular stady, MOD 15, a vegetation product is examined since a prior 

analysis has revealed that it is a good candidate to realize an optimal parallelization. 

Performance comparison between tae serial code and several parallel 

unplementations of the same algorithm is made. 



CHAPTER III 

PARALLEL COMPUTING 

The performance of the fastest computers has grown exponentially from 1945 to 

tae present, averaging a factor of 10 every five years. While the fu-st computers 

performed a few tens of floating-point operations per second, the parallel computers of 

tae mid-1990s achieved tens of billions of operations per second. History suggests that as 

a particular technology satisfies known applications, new applications will arise that are 

enabled by this technology and taat will demand tae development of new technology 

(Foster, 1995). 

3.1 The Need for More Efficient Computation 

Development of high computing has been motivated by numerical simulations of 

complex systems such as weather, climate, mechanical devices, elecfronic circuits, 

manufactaring processes, chemical reactions and applications taat require a computer to 

be able to process large amounts of data m sophisticated ways (video conferencing, 

parallel databases, advanced graphics and virtaal reality). 

At the same time that computational stadies of complex systems grow to be more 

important, they are becoming more costly and impractical as well. Computational costs 

usually mcrease as the fourth power or more of the resolution that determines accuracy; 

so these stadies have apparently avid demand for more computer power. They are also 



often characterized by large memory and input/output requirements. For example, a ten-

year simulation of tae Earth's climate using a state-of-the-art model may involve lO'^ 

floating-point operations. This same simulation can easily generate a hundred gigabytes 

or more of data (Foster, 1995). Fulfillment of tae demands of these new stadies has been 

feasible by changing the computer architectures from sequential to parallel. 

3.2 Defmition 

Parallel computing is the use of more taan one Cenfral Processing Unit (CPU) at 

tae same time to solve a computational problem (i.e.. Figure 3.1). Today, parallel 

computing mcludes the entire variety of machines that have hundreds or thousands of 

processors, networks of workstations, multiple-processor workstations, and embedded 

systems. Parallel computers offer tae possibility to concenfrate computational resources 

(processors, memory, or I/O bandwidta) on important computational problems (Fox, 

1994). 

/ P r o / Processor \ 

Parallel computmg uses more than one processor 
to solve a single problem 

Figure 3.1. Diagram showing how parallel programming works. 



Parallel computing requires: 

• Multiple processors, 

• A network, 

• An Environment to create and manage parallel processing, 

• An Operating System, 

• A Parallel Programming Paradigm, 

• A parallel algoritam and a parallel program. 

Parallel programming involves: 

• Decomposing an algorithm or data into parts, 

• Distributing the parts as tasks which are worked on by muhiple processors 

simultaneously, 

• Coordinating work and communication of taose processors. 

3.3 Benefits 

There are two primary reasons for using parallel computing: 

• Save wall clock time, 

• Solve larger problems. 

Otaer reasons might include: 

• Taking advantage of non-local resources using available compute resources 

on a wide area network, or even tae Intemet when local compute resources are 

scarce. 

• Cost savings -using multiple "cheap" computing resources instead of paying 
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for time on a supercomputer. 

• Overcoming memory consfraints - single computers have very fmite memory 

resources. For large problems, using the memories of multiple computers may 

overcome tais obstacle. 

3.4 Limitations 

Some limitations are: 

• Limits to serial computmg -both physical and practical reasons cause 

significant consfraints to simply building faster serial computers: 

Transmission speeds -the speed of a serial computer is directly dependent 

upon how fast data can move through hardware. Absolute limits are the speed 

of light (30 cm/nanosecond) and the fransmission limit of copper wire (9 

cm/nanosecond). Increasing speeds necessitate mcreasing proximity of 

processing elements. 

• Limits to miniatarization -processor technology is allowing an increasing 

number of transistors to be placed on a chip. However, even with molecular or 

atomic-level components, a limit will be reached on how small components 

can be. 

• Economic limitations -it is increasmgly expensive to make a single processor 

faster. Usmg a larger number of moderately fast commodity processors to 

achieve the same (or better) performance is less expensive. 

11 



3.5 Outline ofHardware for Parallel Systems 

Parallel computer systems appear as eitaer SIMD or MIMD configurations. In 

SIMD systems, evety processor executes tae same instmction at every cycle, whereas in 

MIMD systems, each processor executes instmctions independently of the others (Wu, 

1999). 

3.5.1 SIMD Systems 

The SIMD (Single tastmction Multiple Data) architectare consists of a number of 

identical processors proceeding in lock step synchronism, domg the same taings to 

different data. That means that a single mstmction causes the execution of identical 

operations on multiple pairs of data presumably in less time than that needed for an equal 

number of non-identical operations. 

A SIMD system has a single CPU devoted exclusively to conttol, and a large 

collection of subordmate ALUs, each with its own small amount of memory. The most 

famous example of SIMD systems is the CM-2 produced by Thinkmg Machines 

Corporation. 

3.5.2 MIMD Systems 

Each processor operates independently of the otaers, potentially mnning entirely 

different programs. MIMD processors communicate usmg a high-speed network. The 

network lets processors share data and synchronize calculations. Most modem MIMD 

machines use an explicit message-passmg paradigm to communicate between processors. 

12 



One processor explicitly sends data to a destination processor, which receives the data. 

While this scheme puts a significant burden on the programmer to match sends and 

receives, it also gives the programmer tae conttol needed to mmimize communications 

and maximize performance (Baker, 1996). 

MIMD systems consist of shared-memory multiprocessor systems and 

distributed-memory multicomputer systems (Wu, 1999). Details are described as follows. 

3.5.2.1 Shared Memory Multiprocessor Systems 

The main characteristics of a multiprocessor system are: 

• All processors share a common memory. 

• Processors may communicate by altemately accessing the same memory 

location. And taey may also communicate via formal message passing like 

distributed-memory processors. 

3.5.2.2 Distributed Memory Multicomputer Systems 

The main characteristics of a muhicomputer system are: 

• Each processor has its own private memory. 

• Processors communicate only via formal message passing. 

• A cluster of stand-alone workstations, interconnected by a high-speed 

network, constitates a distiibuted-memory parallel computer. 
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3.6 Overview of Software for Parallel Svstems 

There are often three parallel programming paradigms: shared memory 

programming, message passing programming and data parallel progranuning, which are 

briefly described in the following sections. 

3.6.1 Shared Memory Programmmg 

Shared memory is a metaod by which program process can exchange data more 

quickly taan by reading and writing using the regular operating system services. For 

example, a client process may have data to pass to a server process that tae server process 

is to modify and retara to tae client. Ordinarily, this would require the client writmg to an 

output file (using tae buffer of tae operating system) and the server then reading taat file 

as mput from tae buffer to its own work space. Using a designated area of shared 

memory, the data can be made directly accessible to both processes without having to use 

the system services. To put the data in shared memory, the client gets access to shared 

memory after checking a semaphore value, writes the data, and then resets the semaphore 

to signal to the server (which periodically checks shared memory for possible input) taat 

data is waitmg. In turn, tae server process writes data back to the shared memory area, 

usmg the semaphore to indicate taat data is ready to be read (Whatis, 2003). 

3.6.2 Message Passing Programming 

In the message passmg paradigm a separate program is loaded onto each 

processor, typically on a MIMD machme. Each program is written in a standard language 

14 



(C or Fortran 77, for example), with movement of data being confrolled by calls to 

conununication routines from some communication library. The programmer has 

complete confrol over the disfribution of the data and communication between 

processors, with the responsibility to organize tae processes so taat they operate 

collectively. 

The message passing style of programmmg is appropriate for distributed memory 

machmes. It is also vety flexible but has the foUowmg disadvantages: 

• Each processor can be performing a different task and executmg different code at 

any given instant. This makes the understandmg and debugging of an application 

very difficult. 

• The programmer has to ensure that all processors are kept busy as much as 

possible. 

• The user has to be carefol to minimize the number of messages and to attempt to 

overlap computation and communication whenever possible. 

• It is important to make sure that an application does not 'deadlock'. This can 

happen for example if messages are sent but not received, the result being taat tae 

application will hang. 

ta summary, tae message passing paradigm gives the programmer a greater 

freedom in program confrol, but devolves to the programmer the tall responsibility of 

making the program work and of keeping tae processors busy and communicating 

smoothly (Snir, 1996). 
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3.6.2.1 Data parallel programming 

The idea behind the data parallel programming paradigm is the support of whole 

array operations executed in parallel. Typically, a single program confrols tae disfribution 

of, and operations on the data on all processors. The languages used to program this vary 

from standard Fortran or C, with language extensions to deal with the parallelism, to 

specialized data parallel languages based on one machine. In most cases the actual 

distribution of data and communication between processors is done by the compiler, with 

guidance from the programmer. 

A more definitive way to describe the data parallel programming style is through 

the use of tae following headings: 

• Single threaded confrol: one program defming the operations. 

• Global namespace: programmer only views a smgle memory, with all tae low-

level details of data disfribution, memory access and communication deal with 

by tae compiler. 

• Loosely synchronous: execution of each mstmction is not synchronized across 

all processors. However some program constmcts, such as the completion of a 

loop, do force synchronization. Altaough each processor executes tae same 

piece of code, taere is no guarantee that each processor is executing tae same 

instmction at the same instant in time. 

• Parallel operations: operations on array elements executed simultaneously 

across all processors. 

16 



Underneath all these descriptions is the concept of fransferring the responsibility 

for the low level details of the programming from die programmer to the compiler, thus 

freeing tae programmer to concenfrate on tae application. 

This concept is tarther sfrengtaened by the provision of routines for commonly 

used operations on which to base data parallel algoritiims. Such routines, typically 

manufacturer's efficient implementations making tae most of the host architecture, 

increased the programmers productivity by avoiding "re-mventing the wheel" and even 

simple syntax errors. 

The aim of this focusing away from the machine/language specifics is to 

encourage tae wider use of parallel computing. Typically this is auned at applications 

programmers who wish to exploit tae price/performance of parallelism but are unwilling 

to spend the time and effort porting taeir long developed code to a message passing 

environment, perhaps using a different programming language. 

3.7 Parallelizing Serial Code 

The parallelization of existmg serial codes is an important task m tae field of High 

Performance Computing. However, the mvestment in fraditional serial code is so 

enormous taat it will be many years before parallel software dominates. The question is 

how to mn these serial codes on parallel computers. 

Very often existing serial code has to be ahnost completely ignored, and tae 

parallel version written virtually from scratch. This can be a major commitment of 

resources, and for some legacy codes tae projected retum from such an investment is 
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often considered to be insufficient to warrant the effort. 

However, once tae decision has been made to move from serial to parallel, the 

real fundamentals work of code conversion can very often be helped along by application 

of tae growing number of automatic tools. 

Fmally, we need to be aware taat there is a point where optimization can no 

longer be achieved due to Input/Output concerns. Many parallel applications are limited 

by their ability to move data between mam memory and disk. This limitation arises when 

reading large input data sets, writing checkpoint and output data sets, and manipulating 

data sets too large to be m mam memory. 

3.7.1 Manual Parallelization 

For years, ever since the first parallel system was constmcted, the parallelization 

of existing codes has been largely the dominion of manual conversion. 

Manual parallelization usually mvolves drastic rewriting of the original sequential 

code, requiring a high development effort. However, this approach can take mto account 

high-level problem properties, resuhing in very efficient parallel codes. 

3.7.2 Automatic Parallelization 

Automatic conversion of serial code into parallel codes is a difficult problem taat 

has been stadied for decades. There have been many attempts to constiaict a parallelizing 

compiler that creates parallel code or automatically exfracts parallelism out of existing 

serial programs. Examples of automatic parallelizmg compilers are Parafrase-2 
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(Polychronopoulos, 1990) and SUPERB (Zuna, 1988). 

Fully automatic analysis of complete programs is still not possible. But semi

automatic restmcturing tools have been constmcted to interactively perform dependence 

analysis and help a programmer identify parallelism and perform the necessaty 

transformations. Examples are FORGE( MlMDizer), from Pacific Sierra, PTOOL (Rice 

University) (Allen, 1996) and ParaScope (Dutton, 2000). 

The ultimate futare goal of parallel support is to build tools capable of accepting 

tae mentioned serial legacy code, and retammg a perfectly parallelized program suitable 

for execution on a particular state of tae art parallel system. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

Performance can mean different things to different users. One user might seek to 

solve tae largest possible problem in tae shortest possible time; another user might want 

rapid response to short inquires; while a third user might want low-cost computing. Thus 

tae choice of tae performance metric may itself influence the conclusions. 

4.1 Parallel Performance Measurement 

Performance measures are based on tae wall clock time because we are interested 

in real time benefits of tae parallel code. Thus, it is agreed that the best performance 

corresponds to the least wall-clock runtime. 

4.1.1 Measuring Efficiency and Speedup 

For a given problem and problem size, let the execution tune for tae fastest serial 

version of tae code be Tseq. Ideally, the parallel code would be able to solve the same 

problem m half the time on two processors, a third of the time on three processors, and so 

on. So for p processors, tae ideal execution tune, Tideai(p)M given by: 

Tideal(p) = 
P 

Now let the measured execution time for the parallel code on p processors be Tpar(p). 

Then the efficiency (Wu, 1999) on p processors, E(p), can be defmed as: 
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Eip)='^"""^P^ 
Tpar(p) 

I seq 

pTpar(p) 

Clearly, for any given problem size and number of processors, the closer a 

program's actaal execution time is to the ideal execution time, tae more efficient taat 

program is. 

Anotaer common term used when discussing parallel codes is speedup (Sun, 

1991), which, for a given number of processors, is defmed as how many times faster than 

tae best serial code the parallel code mns. Noticeably, the ideal sitaation will yield linear 

speedup, giving: 

Sideal(p) = p 

Now define actual speedup, Spar(p) as: 

Spar(p) = ' ' \ , 
Tpar(p) 

where Tseq and Tpar(p) are the best sequential, and actaal p-parallel execution time, as 

defined earlier. 

There are occasions on which super-linear speedup may be obtained. As is clear 

from the equations above, this is equivalent to the sitaation where E(p) > I. This is 

typically due to tae mcreased amounts of cache which are available when using more 

than one processor. 

Evidently, for any given problem size, there will be a limit to the number of 

processors which can be used efficiently to solve the problem. Indeed, if a problem is 
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sufficiently small, it may be that the program cannot operate efficiently above three or 

four processors. However, wita a sufficiently large problem size, it should be possible to 

use many processors efficiently. 

4.1.2 Otaer Performance Parameters 

Otaer important performance parameters are: 

CPU time. It means tae amount of time the CPU is active for a given process 

excludmg operating system overhead. In general, it may be impossible to determine 

which processes will use more or less CPU time, thus not all processes receive equal 

amounts of CPU time in an operating system. And CPU time does not account for the 

time spent waitmg for locks, paging, or I/O, which can be a substantial flection of die 

actual elapsed time for many parallel programs. 

Wall-clock time (elapsed time). It is the time that would be measured on an 

extemal clock taat records the time-of-day between the start and finish of tae program. 

I/O time. It is tae amount of time for mput/output activities. 

System time. It is the amount of time tae operating system is active for tae given 

process. 

Parallel overhead. It is the sum of the total idle time during the execution m all 

processors and tae time spent on the work which is not needed in a serial computer, such 

as synchronization time, communication time, and process creation, etc. 

Figure 4.1 (Deshpande, 1992) shows one example of significant difference 

between CPU tune and elapsed time. Wile CPU time may be a tempting and convenient 
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measure, the bottom line in parallel program performance is throughput, and elapsed time 

is the only sfrong measure of parallel performance. 
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Figure 4.1. Elapsed Tune versus CPU Time. 
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CHAPTER V 

MODERATE RESOLUTION IMAGING 

SPECTRORADIOMETER 

For many millions of years, Earta has provided human beings of natural 

resources. We have learned how to take advantage of these resources in order to satisfy 

our needs. Wind, air, pefroleum, vegetation and animals are some examples of taese 

resources. However, these resources don't remain tae same. They change frough time as a 

result of different causes. 

Global chemge research investigates the underlying processes of change and taeir 

manifestation, the unpacts and tae prediction of change. Monitoring these changes 

provides an unportant support to both global change research and resource management. 

To do so, scientists need information for every region of the Earth every day for many 

years. The best way to collect such data is through the use of satellite sensors taat 

measure different types of energy coming from the Earth. Through its Earth Observation 

System (EOS), NASA is helping to design, develop, and launch advanced satellite 

sensors that collect data across a wide spectinm of energy. With these sensors, NASA 

will collect multi-year data sets taat help to answer questions about global change. 

5.1 WhatisMODIS? 

The fnst EOS satellite, called Terra, was launched on December 18, 1999, 

carrying five remote sensors. The most comprehensive EOS sensor is the Moderate 
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Resolution Imaging Specfroradiometer (MODIS) instmment, which was prepared to 

observe and monitor the surface of the Earth. It was launched on the Terra platform on 

December 19, 1999 and began its observations m Febmary. The second MODIS was 

launched on tae Aqua platform on May 4, 2002. 

MODIS gathers data taat help to appreciate how the worldwide presence and 

density of vegetation affects global warmmg, clean air, and other concerns. In addition to 

its observations of vegetation, MODIS collects information on atmospheric and oceanic 

conditions, such as cloud cover and ocean temperatare. 

MODIS is providing systematic measurements in support of NASA's Earth 

Science Enterprise. High Quality, consistent and well-calibrated satellite measurements 

are required to detect and monitor changes and ttends m these variables. Terra's orbit 

around tae Earth is timed so that it passes from north to souta across the equator m the 

morning, while Aqua passes souta to north over the equator m tae aftemoon. Terra 

MODIS and Aqua MODIS are viewing the entire Earth's surface every 1 to 2 days, 

acquiring data m 36 specfral bands, or groups of wavelengths. 

Data from the satellite goes through 5 different levels of processmg. After initial 

Level 0- processing at tae EOS Data and Operations System, the Goddard Space Flight 

Center Earth Sciences (GES) DAAC produces Level lA, IB, geolocation and cloud mask 

products. Higher-level products are produced by tae MODIS Adaptive Processing 

System (MODAPS). 
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Table 5.1 Meaning of the processing levels for data from instmments 
aboard Terra satellite. Source: htip://terra.nasa.gov/Brochure/Sect5-
Lhtonl) 

Level 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Description 

Reconstmcted from satellite with communication artifacts 
removed 
Time referenced and annotated Level 0 data (calibrated) 

Derived geophysical variables at origmal resolution and 
location 
Variables are mapped onto uniform space-time grids 

Model output or analysis results from lower level data 

MODIS instruments are expected to help develop a 15-year data set for 

comprehensive global research. Beyond constmctmg global dynamical models of Earth's 

systems, the set of 44 data products will also be used to help differentiate natural changes 

from taose caused by human activities. 

The natare of MODIS observations allow for a muhi-disciplmary stady of 

atmospheric, land and ocean processes and taeir interactions. In addition to tae above 

categories a fourth science effort, led by the calibration disciplme group, will characterize 

and monitor the performance of tae instmment. 

The MODIS Atmosphere Discipline Group is m charge of developmg algorithms 

to determine cloud and aerosol properties. Sk products are under the underview of this 

group, mcludmg tae daily cloud mask (MOD35) product. 

The MODIS Land (MODLAND) team is responsible for tae development and 

validation of algoritiuns used to create land cover and land cover change data sets. The 
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set of 16 MODLAND products includes surface reflectance, albedo, land cover, 

vegetation mdices, LAI, FPAR, snow and ice cover, surface temperatares and anomalies, 

and a number of other biophysical parameters (Running, 1992). 

The MODIS Ocean group answers questions about how oceans influence climate, 

and how climate changes uhunately change tae oceans with three categories of products: 

ocean color, sea surface temperatures and ocean primary production. 

Simunarizing, the MODIS mission is to collect data that will improve our 

understandmg of global dynamics and processes occurrmg on the land. This will help in 

tae development of validated, global, interactive Earth system models able to predict 

global change accurately enough to assist policy planners m making sound decisions 

concemmg tae protection of our environment. 

5.2 Research and Applications 

Scientists from the University of Arizona and Boston University are using the 

observations obtained by MODIS to refme estimates of tae disfribution and variability of 

Earth's vegetation as well as to produce some of tae first global maps of vital sings such 

as the leaf area of plants and frees and tae amount of simlight they absorb. 

At University of Arizona observations are used to produce the most commonly 

used satellite-based mdicator of vegetation density, the Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI), as well as an enhanced version that makes use of new 

elecfromagnetic mformation collected daily by MODIS. These maps display Earth's 

vegetation on a scale from 0 to nearly 1, with higher values indicating more dense 
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vegetation. New global maps are produced daily and then are combmed into a single map 

bi-weekly and montaly. These maps have wide usability by biologists, natural resources 

managers, and climate modelers. They can ti-ack natarally occurring flucttiations in 

vegetation, such as seasonal changes, as well as those that result from land use change, 

such as deforestation. These vegetation indicator products can also monitor changes in 

vegetation taat are caused by clunate changes -expandmg deserts, receding forests, and 

longer or shorter growing seasons. 

At Boston University, a team of researchers is using MODIS data to create global 

estunates of the green leaf area of Earth's vegetation and the amount of sunlight the 

leaves are absorbmg. LAI, for "Leaf Area Index," defmes an important stmctaral 

property of a plant cemopy that is tae equivalent layers of leaves relative to a imit ground 

area. FPAR, for "Fraction of absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation," measures 

tae proportion of available radiation m the photosynthetically active wavelengths that a 

canopy absorbs. Both pieces of mformation are necessary for understanding how sunlight 

interacts with tae Earth's vegetated surfaces-from the top layer, called the canopy, 

through the understory vegetation, and down to the ground. Daily observations are 

combmed at weekly intervals into a single map taat shows leaf area and absorbed 

sunlight for every square kilometer of the Earth's land surface during the time period. 

Knowmg exactly how to model and predict energy exchange between the Earta's land 

surfaces and atmosphere is vital to understanding how the global climate works naturally 

and how much we are affecting it. 

Both LAI and FPAR have been used extensively for calculation of 
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photosynthesis, evaporation and franspiration of water, and net primaty productivity. 

Because plants are so widespread on tae planet's land surfaces, it is known that they have 

a considerable impact on the clunate. Besides bemg able to affect cloud cover, surface 

temperatures, and rain on a regional scale, globally plants can lower the amount of carbon 

dioxide and potentially cool the atmosphere. 

To make tae LAI/FPAR maps, tae Boston team has a computer to simulate how 

different types and amounts of vegetation would look like from space. The computer taen 

compares the images collected by MODIS (i.e.. Figure 5.1) to the simulated images imtil 

it finds just tae right match. Next it calculates the corresponding leaf area and absorbed 

radiation, ta addition to taeir important scientific confributions, tae maps have real-world 

uses, like assessing the grazmg potential of rangelands, or identifying areas at risk for 

wildfu-es. 

December 2003 

Leaf Areo Index (LAQ 

0 0.1 10 / •o 4 0 />: 

Fraction of Photo
synthetically Active 

Radiation (FPAR) 

0 01 ,lip O/J V'j 1.0 

Figure 5.1. Images comparing LAI to FPAR m December of 2000 (source: 
NASA/GSFC/Boston University). 
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5.3 MODIS Vegetation Products. 

The University of Montana provides computer programs to use satellite data to 

calculate global photosyntaesis and evapofranspiration for all terresfrial biomes. Large 

scale climate shifts, deforestation, desertification, pollution damage, crop conditions, 

glacial refreats, flooding, wildfires and urbanization are examples of the types or earta 

systems supervised by tais team. For tais purpose, the University of Montana NTSG lab 

has developed several algorithms: 

• MOD 15 is a Fractional Photosynthetically Active Radiation (FPAR) and Leaf 

Area Index (LAI) algorithm. This level 4 product is refrieved at 500m spatial and 

composited to 1 KM on an 8 day basis. 

• MODI6 is an Evapofranspiration algorithm. It is a Level 4 product retrieved at 

1000m spatial resolution and composited to 1 KM on an 8 day basis. In this 

product, evapofranspiration is described as a fractional value called "Evaporation 

fraction (EF), which is a fraction of latent heat energy to available energy. This 

value represents not only the dryness of the land surface but also the 

characteristics of the land surface in terms of energy partitioning, which has a 

large mfluence on the local and regional clunate and environment. 

• MODI7 is a Photosynthesis (PSN) and Net Prunary Productivity (NPP) 

algorithm. These vegetation production products are designed to provide an 

accurate regular measure of the growth of the terresfrial vegetation. Production is 

determined by fnst computmg a daily net photosynthesis value which is taen 

composited over a 8 day interval of observations over a year, to produce a Net 
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Primary Productivity (NPP) measure. 

The information collected by tiiese MODIS vegetation products will help answer 

critical climate questions such as: 

• How will vegetation respond to increasing global temperahires? 

• Will growing seasons lengthen? 

• Could increased plant growth and carbon dioxide uptake offset global 

warming? 

• Will mcreased evaporation in a warmer climate decrease soil moistiire and 

harm plant growta? 

The ability of tae MODIS products to reduce the ambiguity of these problems is 

what makes it so important. 

5.4 MODI5 Product 

MOD 15 is a Level 4 product that is refrieved at 1 km resolution daily 

(MOD15A1) and composited over an 8-day period basis (MOD15A2). The results are 

projected on the tategrated Sinusoidal (IS) 10-degree grid, where the globe is tiled for 

production and disfribution mto 36 tiles, each approximately 1200 by 1200 km. Each tile 

contams 4 scientific data sets: LAI, FPAR and two data quality layers. This product is 

derived from the Surface Reflectance Product (MOD09), the Land Cover Type product 

(MOD 12), and supplementary information on surface characteristics such as land cover 

type and background. The refrievals are performed by comparing observed and modeled 

surface reflectance for a suite of canopy stmctures and soil pattems that covers a range of 
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expected natural conditions. All canopy/soil pattems for which the magnitade of the 

residuals in tae comparison does not exceed uncertamties in observed and modeled 

surface reflectance are freated as acceptable solutions. For each acceptable solution, a 

value of FPAR is also evaluated. The mean and dispersion values of the LAI solution 

distribution fimction are taken as tae refrieved LAI accuracy; likewise for FPAR. A three-

dimensional formulation of tae radiative fransfer is used to derive specfral and angular 

biome-specific signatares of vegetation canopies. Should this main algorithm fail, a back

up algorithm is friggered to estimate LAI and FPAR usmg a Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI) (i.e.. Figure 5.2). 

Surface reflectance 
(MOD09) 

Land cover 
(MOD 12) 

MODIS LAI/FPAR Algorithm 

VI0D15A1 

Cloud State 
(MOD09) 

LAI, FPAR, Quality Flag (MODI5) 

Figure 5.2 MODIS LAI/FPAR Algorithm. 

The M0D15A1 FPAR, LAI software codes are written to comply with a number 

of standards, and to mteroperate wita several supporting binary libraries. The codes are 
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written in ANSI C and are POSIX 1.x' compliant. The code is linked to the mandatory 

NASA Software Data Production Toolkit library (SDPTK v.5.2.4), the NASA HDF-EOS 

library (v.2.4) and die SCF API v.2.2. of the MODIS-University of Montana (MUM). 

Table 5.2 Lines of code in M0D15A1 

Code 
MOD15A1 
MUM library 

Total 

Lines of code 
13,336 
33,588 

46,924 

Percent of Code 
28% 
72% 

100% 

The MOD15A1 executable is positioned towards the end of the Land L4/L4 

processmg chaia. The algorithms are dependent on the quality and correct tanctioning of 

all upsfream processes. 

Inputs to the operational MODIS LAI/FPAR algorithm mclude a global biome 

map and up to seven atmosphere-corrected surface specfral (648, 858, 470, 555,1240 and 

2130 nm) bi-directional reflectance factors (BRFs) and their uncertainties (MOD09 

product). 

The outputs are the most probable values of pixel, LAI, FPAR and thefr 

respective dispersions. The theoretical basis of the algorithm is given in (Knyazikhm, 

1998) and the unplementation aspects are discussed in (Knyazikhin, 1999). A look-up-

table (LUT) metaod is used to achieve mversion of the three-dimensional radiative 

fransfer problem. When this method fails to localize a solution, a back-up metaod based 

on relations between the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and LAI/FPAR 

is utilized, together with a biome classification map, to perform the refrievals. 

' POSK is the collective name of a family of related standards defmed by the IEEE and formally 
designated IEEE 1003. 
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CHAPTER VI 

EXPERIMENT/U. OVERVIEW 

In tais chapter, descriptions of the sequential and parallel approach of M0D15A1 

are specified. 

6.1 Sequential M0D15A1 

The most recent run of tae sequential version of M0D15A1 was made by 

(Votava, 2003). According to him, it took 3.28 mmutes to be executed when it was run on 

one processor (OS: Linux 2.4.20-20.7 RedHat; HW: 1 CPU, Pentium 4,1.5 GHz, 513 

MB memory). 

6.2 Parallelization of M0D15A1 

Previously m 1998, an analysis of the sequential code was made. This analysis 

showed that tae tune spent on taput/Output activities was msignificant and the code was 

found to be CPU bound (Votava, 1998). This means that h spent most of its elapsed-tune 

performing CPU calculations. 

After this analysis, MOD15A1 code was parallelized. This parallelization was 

made by the MODIS Science team of the University of Montana. The parallel code was 

developed from tae smgle processor program makmg some modifications: using threads 
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ranm 

onfy, some manual array access modification, fimction inlining^ and loop unrolling^ 

Figure 6.1 shows the results when M0D15A1 was mn with this parallelization. It ] 

5.20 minutes witii 2 threads. With only one thread it took 10.11 minutes. For these tests, 

M0D15AI was run on a MIPS RIOOOO, 195 Mhz, 2 x CPU, 768 Mb memory. 

User time 

700 

600 

500 

Time in 
seconds ^°° 

300 

200 

100 

User Time 

8 10 12 16 20 32 64 

Number of Threads 

Figure 6.1. Runnmg times of MODI 5 Al on MPIS RIOOOO using tineads. 

^ The function inlining technique consist in mserting the called function's code rather than using a function 
call run-time mechanism. This is an optimizing technique that avoids the overhead created by a run-time 
stack based fimction calling mechanism 
^ Loop unrolling is the process of expanding a loop so each new iteration contains several of what used to 
be an iteration. It reduces loop overheads such as index variable maintenance and control hazards m 
pipelines. It also allows better instruction scheduling, ie intermingling of the low-level instructions that 
make up these statements. 
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Here, h is noticed that tae mnning time of MODI 5A1 reduced to half of tae tune 

with two threads. It is important to clarify that tais run was performed with only two 

processors, which is maybe the reason for not seemg more improvement with more than 

two threads. 

Based on the last results and the conditions of this experiment, it was decided to 

parallelize M0D15A1 usmg the Message Passing Interface (MPI) libraries (Snir, 1996) 

to observe tae execution time behavior when more processors were used. The confrol 

flow overview of the algorithm can be seen in Figure 6.2. See Appendbc B to see tae code 

of tae modified main.c file. 
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Figure 6.2. Confrol flow overview of M0D15A1 parallelized. 
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Conceptaally, each processor performs all the calculations for its part of the data 

set. Hence, each processor gets its own part of the data and preconditioned files. Effective 

parallelism can be achieved when tae processors have equal amount of work and 

communication between tae processors is minimized. 

For tais parallel version of MOD 15 A, which is mn at TTU, a regular data set was 

arranged to stady its performance. As shown in Figure 6.3, every process reads tae input 

file on the master (node 0). Then every process works on its subset of rows and finally it 

sends tae results back to the node 0. 

Input: 
Reflect. 

dat 
MOD15A1 Output: 

Out.dat 

Figure 6.3. Program Input/Output Overview. 

With the last changes made, the parallel version of MOD 15 Al at TTU was tested 

followmg tae next conditions: 

• Tests were performed wita the data set usmg between 2 and 64 processors, 

depending on what was available for each of the platforms used. 

• A data set of 86MB was utilized as the mput file (reflect.dat). 

• The parallel code was tested on the different platforms showed in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1. Description of platforms where M0D15A1 was tested. 

Description 

SGI -2000 

Beowulf 
cluster 

Sun blades 
100 

NSTG 
Linux Athlon 

Nodes 

56x300 MHz 
MIPS Rl 2000 

16xdual2GHz 
Atalon 

500 Mhz 
UlfraSPAR-IIe 

IGHz 

Memoty 

56 GB shared 

1 GB/node 

2 Gb/node 

1 GB/node 

Disk 

720 GB FC 
RAID/180 GB 
SCSI 

144 GB IDE 
RAID 

20 GB, 7200 
rpm enhance 
IDE disk drive 
(but using NFS 
for the testmg) 
N/A 

OS 

Irix 6.5.18 

Redhat 
7.3/Rocks 
2.3.2 

N/A 

To tune MOD15A1 code, clockQ, MPIWlimeO"* and getiiisageO' fimctions were 

used. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show examples of the last two tanctions. 

start = clock Q /CLOCKS_PER_SECOND; 
ftmciont(X); //function you want to 

time 
fmish = clock 0 /CLOCKS_PER_SECOND; 
elapsed^ fmish-start; 
cout « ' T u n e elapsed = " « elapsed; 

Figure 6.4. Example of how to time code with clockQ tanction. 

double starttime, endtime; 
starttune = MPl_WtimeQ; 
...code to be timed ... 
endtune = MPlWtuneQ; 
printfC'That took %.f seconds\n",endtime-startime); 

} 
Figure 6.5. Example of how to time code with MPI_WtimeQ fimction. 

^ MPIWtime returns a floating-point number of seconds, representing elapsed wall-clock time smce some 
time in the past. The times returned are local to the node that called them (Snir, 1996). 
^ The getrusageO function provides measures of the resources used by the current process or its termmated 
and waited-for child processes. 
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CHAPTER VII 

RESULTS 

In this chapter, the performance achieved on different versions of M0D15A1 is 

summarized. 

7.1 Parallel M0D15A1 

As it was described m tae last chapter, the MOD15A1 code was parallelized to 

improve its performance. In this section it can be seen the level of performance taat tais 

code reached wita the different changes completed. 

First, the MOD15AI code was ran on the SGI environment, the Sim Clusters and 

tae Beowulf Cluster. 

Results for tae SGI-2000 system are given in Figure 7.1. The shortest time is 35 

seconds using 40 processors and the longest time was 43.52 seconds with 62 processors. 
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Figure 7.1. Running tunes of MOD15A1 on SGI-2000. 

Results for tae Sun Clusters are given in Figure 7.2. Below, it can be appreciated 

taat the fastest run is 38.27 seconds using 12 processors and tae slowest run 39.78 

seconds using 8 processors. 
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Figure 7.2. Rurming times of MOD 15 Al on Sun Cluster. 

When MOD15A1 was tested in tae Beowulf cluster, the shortest tune was 14.53 

seconds with 10 processors and the longest tune was 14.68 seconds with 4 processors 

(Figure 7.3). 
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Figure 7.3. Running tunes of MODI 5 Al on Beowulf Cluster 

For all these systems, it is noticed that taere is no improvement in performance 

when additional processors are used as it may be expected. All graphs are almost Imear 

which confirm that the code does not scale up. 

Table 7.1. Shortest and longest time that M0DI5A1 reached on SGI, Sun Clusters and 
Beowulf. 

Time m seconds 
Shortest 
Longest 

SGI-2000 
35 

43.52 

Sun Cluster 
38.27 
39.78 

Beowulf 
14.53 
14.68 
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7.1.11/0 Bound 

The last results oblige to fmd out if the M0D15AI code is I/O bound*̂ . To clear 

this up, the code was ran on the NTSG (Numerical Terradynamic Simulation Group at 

University of Montana) cluster with 2,3,4, 5, 6, 7,10,12 and 16 processors using both 

local and NFS RAID' disks. In Figure 7.4, the times obtained for this tiial are shown. The 

shortest time is 34 seconds while die longest time is 52 seconds wita 2 and 16 processors, 

respectively. 

User-time 

-•—Local Disk 

^ - N F S Raid 

Number of processors 

Figure 7.4. Running times for M0DI5A1 on NTSG cluster. 

* A program is I/O bound when the I/O dominates (i.e., the CPU time that the program uses is less than the 
I/O time). 
' RAID, short for Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks, is a method whereby infonnation is spread across 
several disks, using techniques such as disk striping and disk mirroring to achieve redundancy, lower 
latency and/or higher bandwidth for reading and/or writing, and recoverability from hard-disk crashes. 
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Also, wita taese runs, it was found the input and output time as constants to be 13 

seconds and 8 seconds, respectively. This makes a total of 21 seconds for tae total I/O 

process. In average, it took more tune (almost 50% of the overall time) reading and 

writmg files taan processmg the information. 

However, at this point, it has been possible to decrease the running tune of 

M0D15A1 from 3 mmutes (sequential version) to almost 15 seconds (m die Beowulf 

Cluster). 

7.1.2 First Improvement 

The data used by MOD15A1 is m text files. Thus, the possible problem for the 

deficient scale-up of MODI 5 Al is that files are read wita fgetsQ tanctions and written 

wita Q)rmfQ functions, which are probably tae least efficient way to do it. 

In order to improve the time spent in I/O activities, the way the mput data are 

bemg read and written was changed. Instead of reading text files, binary files seem to be 

a better option which should not take taat much time. With this change, we can hopetally 

see better improvements when the I/O becomes a smaller fraction of the overall time. 

For this purpose, four mns of tae text input version and the bmary input were 

executed and measured on the Sun Cluster with 4 nodes; reading one mput item per 

freadQ call. The average time for the mn of the text version was 39.25 seconds and for 

the binary version it was 22.14 seconds. As it is noticed, the binary version mns twice as 

fast as the text version. 

Also, a second version for the bmary input was ran; reading a block per freadQ 
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call using different number of block sizes. Figure 7.5 shows the results for these runs. 

Reading each block in this system took between 18 and 19 seconds approximately. 
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Figure 7.5.Running times of MODI 5 Al (reading per blocks) on Sun Cluster. 

Afterwards, MODI5A1 (reading per blocks) was mn in three systems: SGI, tae 

Sun Blade 100 Cluster, and the Lmux Athlon XP cluster. The time using only binaty 

input and the time using both binaty mput and output was measured. Figure 7.6, Figure 

7.7, and Figure 7.8 show the results for each of these systems. Since these results show a 

great improvement, the code was changed to read and write binary files for the rest of the 

experiments. 
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Figure 7.8. Running times of MOD15A1 (reading per blocks) on Linux Atalon XP 
Cluster. 

Finally, experiments on the SGI-2000 and tae Beowulf Cluster were made. 

Figiu-es 7.9 and 7.10 show the results for these runs. For the SGI-2000 tae lowest time 

was 7.84 seconds with 12 processors while tae longest time was 12.83 seconds wita two 

processors. For tae Beowulf Cluster tae slowest time was 11.04 seconds wita 14 

processors and the longest time was 24.4 seconds with 2 processors. 
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Figure 7.9. Runnmg tunes of M0D15AI on SGI-2000 (August, 2003). 
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Figure 7.10. Runnmg tunes of MOD15A1 on Beowulf Cluster (August, 2003). 

Later on, a test was made on the SGI-2000 with the followmg results shown in 

Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12. In this experunent, tae CPU time, user time, elapsed tune 
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(with MPIWtime), reading and writing time were measured. See Appendix C for details 

of the output given by MODI 5A1. 
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Figure 7.11. Runnmg times of MODI 5 Al on SGI-2000 (September, 2003). 
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To fmish, the last runs were completed on tae Beowulf Cluster (see Figure 7.13 

and Figure 7.14). 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In tais section, conclusions based on tae results generated in the previous chapter 

are summarized: 

8.1 Conclusions 

The followmg conclusions were obtained: 

1. The MODI5A1 code scales up very poorly. It confums what was observed in 

1998, when usmg threads on a 2-CPU platform the same speed up was 

observed. 

2. Also, tae results have shown that changmg the way that MOD15A1 reads and 

writes files from text to bmary I/O improves the runnmg tune of MOD 15 Al 

substantially. 

3. Runnmg m parallel does improve the execution time. On a recent execution of 

the code on a 1-CPU platform it took 3.28 mmutes (see Chapter IV) while on 

our experiments it took 7.82 seconds. 

8.2 Futare work 

In tae present work, it has been demonsfrated that M0D15A1 is able to achieve a 

great performance improvement. However, the conclusions given above lead us to 

verify why this code scales this way and determine if this product can be enhanced 
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even more. It seems that tae problem may be infrinsic, somehow, to the way the code 

works. For this purpose, it is needed to determine exactly where the time is being 

spent and determine if for this particular product a larger improvement is possible. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
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Fortran 77 

FORTRAN was tae first high-level programming language to be developed. 

Before tae advent of FORTRAN, all programmmg was done in assembler code. 

Moreover, FORTRAN was specifically designed for scientific computing. Indeed, m the 

early days of computers all computing was scientific m natare—i.e., physicists and 

mataematicians were tae original computer scientists. FORTRAN'S main advantages are 

taat it is vety sfraightforward, and it mterfaces well with most commonly available, pre

written subroutme libraries (smce these libraries generally consist of compiled 

FORTRAN code). FORTRAN'S mam disadvantages are all associated wita its relative 

antiquity. For instance, FORTRAN'S confrol statements are fairly mdimentary, whereas 

its mput/output facilities are positively Paleolithic (Chamberland, 1995). 

Fortran 90 

This language is a major extension to FORTRAN 77 which does away with many 

of the latter language's objectionable featares. In addition, many "modem" feattnes, such 

as dynamic memory allocation, are mctaded in tae language for the fnst time. The major 

disadvantage of this language is the absence of a free compiler for Linux platforms. 

There seems little prospect of this sitaation changmg m the near tattu-e (Chamberland, 

1995). 
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c 
This language was originally developed by computer scientists to write operating 

systems. Indeed, all UNIX operatmg systems, mcludmg Linux, are written in C. C is, 

consequently, an exfremely flexible and powertal language. Amongst its major 

advantages are its good confrol statements and excellent mput/output facilities. C's main 

disadvantage is that, since it was not specifically written to be a scientific language, some 

unportant scientific featares (e.g., complex arithmetic) are missmg. Although C is a high-

level language, it incorporates many comparatively low-level featares, such as pointers 

(tais is hardly surprismgly, smce C was origmally designed to write operating systems). 

The low-level features of C -in particular, the rataer primitive implementation of arrays— 

sometimes make scientific programmmg more complicated than need be the case, and 

undoubtedly facilitate programming errors. On the other hand, these features allow 

scientific programmers to write exfremely efficient code. Since efficiency is generally the 

most important concem m scientific computing, tae low-level featares of C are, on 

balance, advantageous (Harbison, 1995). 

C++ 

This language is a major extension of C whose main aim is to facilitate object-

orientated programmmg. Object-orientation is a completely different approach to 

programming taan tae more fraditional procedural approach: it is particularly well suited 

to large projects mvolvmg many people who are each writing different segments of the 

same code. However, object-orientation represents a large, and somewhat unnecessaty. 
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overhead for the type of straightforward, single person programming tasks. Note, 

however, that C++ incorporates some non-object-oriented extensions to C which are 

exfremely usetal (Dale, 1998). 

Java 

This is currently the most popular object-orientated programming language. Its 

main advantage is its relative simplicity -at least, compared to C++. Its main 

disadvantage is that it is interpreted, rataer than compiled -this accounts for its much-

touted "platfonn-mdependence" feature. 
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APENDIXB 

MAIN.C 
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#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include "mpi.h" 

#include "global defs.h" 
#include "fpar lai driver.h" 
#include "stat_matrix.h" 

#include "InputMatrix.h" 
#include "OutputMatrix.h" 
#include "FparLaiMpi.h" 

#include <unistd.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#include <time.h> 
#include <sys/types.h> 

/* 
These two entries are for testing only. In the MODIS environment 
these values are read from the HDF files itself 

*/ 
#define N_BANDS 2 
#defineN_VALS 1440000 

Lnt main(int argc, char **argv) 
{ 
/•TIME*/ 
clockt rO/I,wO,wl; 

/* INPUT */ 
INPUT_MATRDC *inputMatrix = NULL; 
char inputFiIeName[FILENAME_MAX] = "/home/doctomoi/mod/input/reflect.dat"; 

/* OUTPUT */ 
OUTPUT_MATRIX *outputMatrix = NULL; 
OUTPUT_ROW *outputRow =NULL; 
char outputFileName[FILENAME_MAX] = "/home/doctomoi/mod/output/out.dat"; 
int i j = 0; 
long workSize = OL; 
int nimiProcessors = 0; 
int myRank =-1 ; 
long startRow =-1 ; 
long endRow = -1; 
MPI_Status status; 
MPIDatatype outputType; 
long *nuniRows = NULL; 
long largestBlock = 0; 
double start, end; 

/* STATS */ 
StatMatrixt *stat_matrix = NULL; 
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StatMatrix t *stat_buf = NULL; 
MPI Datatype STAT_MATRIX_TYPE; 

/* TEST */ 
char message[5I2]; 
char host_name[100]; 
char processor_nameJong[MPI_MAX_PROCESSOR NAME]; 
int namelen; 
char *processor_name = NULL; 

MPI_Init( &argc, &argv); 

start= MPI_WtimeO; 

MPI_Comm_rank( MPI_COMM WORLD, &myRank); 
MPI Comm_SLze( MPI_COMM_WORLD, &numProcessors); 
MPI_Get_processor_name(processorname long,&namelen); 

processorname = strtok( processornamelong,"."); 

fprintf(̂  stderr," Process %d on %s\n", myRank, processorname); 

if( FAIL = lai_init( "/home/doctomoi/mod/src/fparlai.init", 
"/home/doctomoi/mod/anc/Emp_Backup_LUT.txt")) 

{ 
fi)rintf( stderr, "Initialization FAILED!!!"); 
exit( 1 ); 

} 

/* MPI STUFF */ 
int i j = 0; 
long workSize = OL; 
int numProcessors = 0; 
int myRank =-1 ; 
long StartRow =-1 ; 
long endRow =-1 ; 
MPI_Status status; 
MPI_Datatype outputType; 
long *numRows = NULL; 
long largestBlock =0; 
double start, end; 

/* STATS */ 
StatMatrixt *stat_matrix = NULL; 
StatMatrixt *stat_buf = NULL; 
MPI_Datatype STAT_MATRD(_TYPE; 

/* TEST */ 
char message[512]; 
char host_name[100]; 
charprocessor_name_long[MPI_MAX_PROCESSOR_NAME]; 
int namelen; 
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char *processor_name = NULL; 

MPI Init( &argc, &argv ); 

start= MPI_WtimeO; 

MPI_Comm_rank( MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myRank); 
MPI Comm_size( MPI_COMM_WORLD, &numProcessors); 
MPI_Get_processor_name( processorname long, &namelen); 

processor name = strtok( processornamelong,"."); 

fprintf( stderr,"Process %d on %s\n", myRank, processorname); 

if( FAIL = lai_imt( "/home/doctomoi/mod/src/fparlai.init", 
"/home/doctomoi/mod/anc/EmpBackupLUT txt")) 

{ 
fprintf( stderr, "Initialization FAILED!!!" ); 
exit( 1); 

} 

AllocateInputMatrix( NBANDS, NVALS); 

iO=clockO; 

/*spriiitf( inputFileName, "/%s/votava/reflect.dat", processorname );*/ 
inputMatrix = SetVaIuesToMatrix( inputFileName); 

rl=clockO; 

/* -1 will exclude the process running on processor 0 */ 
workSize = (long)( N_VALS/( numProcessors - 1)); 

if( 0 = myRank && numProcessors > 0 ) 
{ 
outputMatrix = AllocateOutputMatrix( N_VALS ); 
if( NULL = outputMatrix ) 
{ 
lprintf( stderr, "ERROR: Main.c: mainQ: Can't allocate outputMatrix\n"); 
rxit( 1); 

} 

numRows = (long * )calloc(sizeof( long), numProcessors); 

for( i = 0; i < numProcessors - 1 ; i++) 

{ 
if( i = numProcessors - 2 ) 

{ 
StartRow = i * workSize; 
/* because the index start with 0 and there are numVal entries */ 
endRow =N_VALS-1; 
largestBlock = endRow - startRow + 1; 

} 
else 
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{ 
StartRow = i * workSize; 
endRow = ( i + 1 ) * workSize; 
largestBlock = endRow - startRow + 1; 

} 

numRows[ i ] = endRow - startRow + 1; 

MPI_Send( &startRow, 1, MPI_LONG, i + 1, START_ROW TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 

MPI_Send( AendRow, 1, MPI LONG, i + 1, END_ROW_TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
MPI_Send( AlargestBlock, 1, MPI_LONG, i + 1, BLOCK_TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
} 

} 
else 

{ 
MPI_Recv( &startRow, 1, MPI_LONG, 0, START_ROW_TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 
MPl_Recv( &endRow, 1, MPI_LONG, 0, END_ROW_TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 
MPI_Recv( &largestBlock, 1, MPILONG, 0, BLOCK_TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 

fprintf( stderr, "Received: %d %d %d for process %d on %s\n", startRow, endRow, largestBlock, 
myRank, processorname); 

} 

if( 0 = myRank ) 
{ 
outputType = BuildOutputRowTypeQ; 
outputRow = ( OUTPUT_ROW * )calloc( sizeof( OUTPUT_ROW), numRows[ 0 ]); 

foi( i = 1; i < numProcessors; i++ ) 

MPI_Recv( outputRow, numRows[ 0 ], outputType, MPI_ANY_SOURCE, ROW_SET_TAG, 
MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 

for( j = 0; j < numRows[ i -1 ]; j-H-) 

OutputMatrixSetRow( outputMatrix, outputRow[ j ].rowNumber, &outputRow[ j ] ) ; 

} 
} 

free( outputRow ); 

w0=clock0; 

WriteOutputMatrix( outputMatrix, outputFileName); 

wl==clockO; 

FreeOutputMatrix( &outputMatrix); 

stat_matrix = ( StatMatrixJ * )calloc( sizeof( StatMatrixJ), numProcessors); 

STAT MATRDCTYPE = BuildStatMatrixDataType(); 

for( i = 1; i < numProcessors; i-H-) 
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{ 
MPI_Recv( &stat_malrix[ i ], 1, STAT_MATRIX_TYPE, MPIANY SOURCE, STAT TAG, 

MPI COMM_WORLD, Astatus); 
} 

GetStatMatrix( &stat_matrix[ 0 ]) ; 
SeUd( &stal matrix[ 0 ], 0 ); 
PrintStats( statrnatrix, numProcessors, stdout); 

firee( statrnatrix); 
} 

else 
{ 
outputType = BuildOutputRowTypeQ; 
outputRow = executeAlgorithm( inputMatrix, startRow, endRow, largestBlock); 

MPI_Send( outputRow, largestBlock , outputType, 0, ROW_SET_TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 

ftee( outputRow ); 

statbuf = ( StatMatrixt *)calloc(sizeof( StatMatrixt), 1 ); 

STAT_MATRIX_TYPE = BuildStatMatrixDataType(); 

Setld( stat_buf, myRank ); 
GetStatMatrix( statbuf ); 
MPI_Send( stat_buf, 1, STAT_MATRDC_TYPE, 0, STAT_TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD ); 
free( statbuf ); 

} 

FreelnputMatrixQ; 

MPI_Barrier( MPI_COMM_WORLD); 

end=MPI_WtimeO; 

MPI_FinalizeO; 

printfi["Wtime: %f", end-start); 

printf("Reading: %f ",(float)(rl-rO)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC); 
printf("Writing: %f ", (float)(wl-wO)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC); 

} 
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APPENDIX C 

OUTPUT GFVEN BY MOD15A1 ON SGI-2000 
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Example of the output given by M0D15A1 when is ran in SGI-2000. 

Resource usage summary: 

CPU time': 53.94 sec. 
Max Memory : 2 MB 
Max Swap : 5 MB 

N_CPUS ' SYSTEM_TIME^ U S E R _ T I M E ' PAGE RECLAIMS PAGE FAULTS 

4 8.115234 13.173828 60734 426 

SWAPS VOLUNTARY CONTEXT INVOLUNTARY CONTEXT 

0 0 0 

CPU ID^ SYSTEM TIME^ USER TIME^ PAGE FAULTS SWAPS 

0 7.417968 7.839843 226 0 
1 6.859375 13.173828 426 0 
2 8.115234 9.277343 426 0 
3 6.972656 10.496093 426 0 

1 The total sum of SYSTEM-TIME + USER_TIME for all processors. 

^ Number of CPUS requested by your job. 

^ Time spent in system calls by the processor which takes more time. 

* Time spent in user code by the processor which takes more time. 

^ CPU Id. 

6 . Tune spent in system calls. 

^ Time spent m user code. 
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